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Frequently asked questions and answers (version from july 17, 2002).

Question : Why does setup menu contain two interfaces:"Native" and "Native optimal"

Answer: Interface"Native" is included for compatibility with the previous version of the hardware which one I was used. They differ one of another by the SCLOut and SDAOut signals which became noninverted. For this purpose I set the additional invertors after DD1:A and DD1:C. You should select interface "Native optimal" for schematic diagram from the site http//xerox90.narod.ru


 (Q) Why the element DD1:B is necessary?

(A) Currently DD1:B is used (necessary) for the testing purposes. If element DD1:B is absent then after selection: Configuration >>> Check programmer, - the programmer will output message " SCL  not responding".  Moreover, if the element DD1:B is absent, you can't use the programmer (hardware) in scanner of protocol mode.


(Q) I have the chip Xerox90 in the "dead" state. What can I do ? 

(A) You can go without this chip at all in a number of cases (but not all). Read the detailed information
 about this subject in Xerox90 documentation supplied with the programmer.


(Q) What is the programmer's price?

(A) You should contact me at the e-mail address sglp@mail.ru or leave me a message  in the Guest book on the site http://xerox90.narod.ru if you are interested to buy the programmer.


(Q) I have the programmer which can be connected to the COM port of a computer. Can I use one for programming of the Xerox90 chip ?

(A) You can use any (or almost any) programmer for Serial EEPROM which can be connected to the COM port and has direct access to the signal lines.

(Q) I have the programmer which can be connected to the parallel (printer) port of a computer. Can I use one for programming of the Xerox90 chip ?

(A) No. Currently parallel port isn't supported. It because there is no standart API (Application Programm Interface) for work with parallel interface. For programming without API for different OS (Operation System) need use direct access to ports but this prohibited for Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP and other. For these OS need write driver for access to parallel interface.


(Q) What does the set of supply consist of ?

(A) The set of supply consists:
-licence agreement;
-programmer (Windows software); 
-description of the Xerox90 chip (only my observations and deductions);
-description of the way when you can go without this chip (in some cases);
-description of the programmer;


(Q) What requirements to the hardware and software for normal activity of the programmer?

(A) You need to have Windows-compatible computer with one free COM port . The programmer is able to work with any modern version of the Windows ( from Windows 95 to Windows XP ).


(Q) What is planned to make in the future?

(A) I'm planning ( It doesn't mean I will do-It depends upon demand) following:
-auto detection of the port what the programmer is connected to and kind of the programmer;
-improving of the interface to inform a user more detailed information about  chip characteristics ;
-support for other chips  worked with the I12C and MicroWire protocols .


(Q) Are all chips Xerox90 equal from the functional matter ?

(A) They aren't equal. I have met four modifications of the chip.



